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Secure Services
Personal digital vaults for banking clients
A digital vault is the safest, simplest way for banking clients to
protect their important passwords and files. Through one-step
document scanning, clients can easily upload files such as passport
copies to their vault. Intuitive search functions enable them to find
the documents they need at any given time. Moreover, the unique
data inheritance feature enables clients to set up inheritance plans
for their digital assets. Thanks to the built-in password manager,
clients can use their vaults ona daily basis to keep track of their
ever-growing list of passwords and PINs.

Digital mailboxes for delivering
banking documents
Digital mailboxes are an exciting opportunity for financial service
providers to transmit bank documents in a paperless fashion. By
delivering all bank documents to a client’s personal mailbox,
financial organizations will have automatically placed the document
in the client’s ownership, avoiding any issues related to data privacy
acts such as GDPR. Furthermore, the paperless nature of digital
document delivery, allows banks to save costs and protect the
environment.

Collaboration platform for advisors and clients
The collaboration features not only allow organisations to exchange
documents in a simple and safe way, but also to integrate security
and privacy in any workflows between advisors and clients involving
the transferral of documents. As part of such workflow, an advisor
could even ask the client to securely upload a certain list of
documents as part of the process of obtaining a mortgage or loan.
Furthermore, banks can make forms available to clients, allowing
them to move forward with asset management related tasks such as
initiating transactions or other workflows requiring structured data.

Custom solutions for your brand
We integrate digital vault solutions into existing systems as a
“white label solution” or develop suitable interfaces, for example for
e-banking or e-doc delivery systems. Our team has many years of
experience in the implementation of complex IT projects and will be
at your side from the planning phase through to implementation, as
well as during any further developments to your chosen solution.
We manage our own server infrastructure in highly secure distinct
data centers. DSwiss’ clients can therefore decide whether to have
their digital vaults managed by our system engineers on our servers
in Switzerland (SaaS), or alternatively opt for a model whereby all
equipment is installed onsite at a location of their choice
(company premises).

Multiple encryption layers at the core for custom
designed privacy
All data managed by DSwiss is protected using highly secure
mechanisms directly integrated into our software. This includes
strong user authentication at login, multiple encryption layers and
zero knowledge architecture to ensure maximum privacy
protection. Our security standards have been assessed by the
security teams of several international retail and private banks prior
to our being deemed fit as a collaboration partner.

About DSwiss
DSwiss AG is a worldwide leading provider of highly secure digital
services. Our flagship services are digital vaults for personal
documents and passwords, technology for digital document delivery
and secure file sharing. Our customer insight combined with
unique GDPR compliant privacy protection will help speed up the
time-to-market for novel, digital services that strengthen client
retention, reduce costs and create new touchpoints with your clients.
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